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ComfoTube
High performance, semi-rigid  
air distribution system
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ComfoTube offers a host of benefits to the developer, the installer and the homeowner

Challenges to be met How ComfoTube can add value

Speed and ease of installation

Ducting should;
 ¡ Be quick to install
 ¡ Require the minimum of skills to install correctly
 ¡ Provide a risk free method of achieving an  
airtight installation

Speed & flexibility

ComfoTube is;
 ¡ Supplied on long rolls to minimise connections
 ¡ Flexible to overcome site obstacles and minimise 
sharp bends

 ¡ Designed with an airtight ‘locking system’ so 
requires no glues or sealants

Robustness during installation

Ducting needs;
 ¡ To be robust enough to handle all stages  
of the build process

 ¡ To perform optimally once the build is complete 

Robust – designed for the on-site task 

ComfoTube is;
 ¡ Designed with a strong, crush resistant 
construction 

 ¡ Strong enough to withstand up to 8kN/m² of force

Guaranteed performance when installed

Ducting should;
 ¡ When installed, contribute towards achieving  
the specified ventilation rate

Precise performance

ComfoTube components can;
 ¡ Provide tailored airflow to each room to ensure 
specified ventilation rates can be easily met

Ongoing comfort and health 

The homeowner needs;
 ¡ Confidence in many years of healthy  
system use

Healthy today and tomorrow

ComfoTube is;
 ¡ A simple yet clever system which can be rigorously 
cleaned without the danger of damage or 
misalignment of parts

Comfortable indoor environment

Ducting should;
 ¡ Contribute towards reducing the impact  
of family created noise

Immediate benefits & long-term reliability 

ComfoTube can;
 ¡ Reduce noise transfer between rooms along ductwork  
reducing disturbance and maintaining privacy

Confidence at keys handover

Ventilation and ducting systems should;
 ¡ Ensure that the home will perform as  
prescribed at design stage

 ¡ Work unobtrusively

Homeowner satisfaction

ComfoTube offers;
 ¡ A home which can be enjoyed and lived in,  
trouble free, for many years to come
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Are your current practices current?

The focus of Government is to 
ensure that newly built houses 
are designed and constructed to 
increasingly air tight and energy 
efficient standards.

This is the reason why, in Part F 
of the 2010 Building Regulations, 
additional focus was placed on the  
measurement of ventilation rates 
with testing and commissioning 
becoming part of building sign off 
– ensuring Guaranteed Installed 
Performance (GIP)*. This is vital 
for the health of the building and 
its occupants as natural infiltration  
of air is dramatically reduced. 

Failure to match the two figures 
could result in Building Control 
insisting that costly remedial 
work is performed.

ComfoTube ducting provides a 
robust method of achieving on-site  
what was prescribed off-site  
at the design stage and has  
been recognised as an input for 
Standard Assessment Procedure 
(SAP) calculations via  
Appendix Q.

*G.I.P means that when installed, a ventilation unit must achieve the flow rates set out when 
planning permission was granted, or remedial work will be enforced to ensure they are met.
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Can your building breathe?

In order to build increasingly air 
tight properties, uncontrolled 
natural ventilation is being 
designed out and replaced with 
controlled mechanical ventilation 
which forms an essential and 
on-going part of the performance 
of the building. 

Without it, the building ceases to 
‘breathe’ and a host of related 
issues occur as a consequence 
of inadequate ventilation. It is 
therefore essential that the ducting,  
which is generally installed within 
the fabric of the building, and 
cannot be easily replaced, is of  
a standard designed to last and 
can be easily maintained. 

ComfoTube provides assurance 
in two ways;

i  by ensuring that the correct 
ventilation airflows can be 
achieved

ii by being designed to last and 
be cleaned and maintained 

2006 Building 
Regulations 
> 5m3/(h.m2) @ 50Pa 
5ach and leakier

2010 Building 
Regulations 
< 5m3/(h.m2) @ 50Pa 
Less than 5ach

Houses built to 2010 Building Regulations 
have fewer air changes per hour so they 
need help to breathe.
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There are a host of things which 
have to be considered when 
installing traditional ducting 
systems. If you are using a 
combination of flexible and jointed,  
modular ducting, care must be 
taken to avoid;

 ¡ crushed ductwork

 ¡ bent or distorted ductwork

 ¡ loose component connections

These common issues can impact  
upon the effectiveness of the 
ventilation system which will 
influence whether or not the 
designed performance is achieved.  
Restrictions to airflow around a 
property will reduce air quality and  
prevent Building Control sign off.

To combat this, ComfoTube 
retains flexibility so can easily be 
used to go around or over on-site 
obstructions. It can also withstand  
the weight of a person without 
distortion – having a ring stiffness 
of greater than 8kN/m² – and can 
even be buried in concrete.  
In addition, its combination of 
joint seals and secure locking 
slides provide an airtight, robust 
connection. All of this and 
ComfoTube is still lightweight  
and corrosion resistant as well  
as being available in 2, 5, 10, 20 
and 50 metre rolls therefore 
minimising the number of joints 
required whilst still allowing you to  
buy just enough for what you need.

Is your ducting light, strong  
and very, very long? 
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What happens out of sight, on-site?

On-site is where design theory 
meets installation practice and  
it is here that things often go 
wrong. The harsh reality is that 
the on-site environment is a 
tough place to be and products 
used need to be up to the job.

ComfoTube provides an answer 
for this as its robust construction 
combines with ease of use features  
and fail safe connections to ensure  
that the installation can be achieved  
right first time with the minimum of  
fuss and maximum of confidence.

Designed with on-site performance in mind

 ¡ Can be trimmed with a knife

 ¡ Strong enough to withstand 
being stood on 

 ¡ No requirements for glues  
or sealants 

 ¡ Simple push fit joints and 
mechanical clips for making 
quick, air tight connections 

 ¡ Helps to deliver Guaranteed 
Installed Performance

 ¡ Long lengths minimise the 
number of components 
required whilst flexibility allows 
ComfoTube to be manoeuvred 
around obstacles all adding up 
to increased speed of installation 
and less components to go 
missing on site

 ¡ Design features help to speed up  
installation and commissioning
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Can you really deliver what you should  
(and not what you shouldn’t)?

Traditional ducting is not ideally 
designed for use with centralised 
ventilation systems. Installation 
using traditional ducting requires 
the taking of a number of 
‘branches’ from a main duct run. 
Using this approach results in 
some rooms experiencing higher 
airflows than others which then 
has to be corrected using valves. 
This can result in draughts or 
increased noise in other areas.

ComfoTube is designed to have  
a dedicated duct run to each 
room ensuring that the exact 
airflow required is delivered.  
This allows each individual room 
to be commissioned to extract or 
supply air at exactly the correct 
rate without having a secondary 
effect on other rooms – a funtion 
which is not possible with  
a traditional ducting layout.

75mm dia. or 138×51mm Semi rigid tube
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Branch/leg Approach: Traditional Ducting 
Over or under supply of airflow is a common  
flaw with this system type 

Radial Approach: ComfoTube Ducting 

Correct airflow to specific rooms is possible to achieve

* Relates to % of desired airflow at each termination
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Do you like the quiet life?

Because the traditional branch/
leg ducting layout connects a 
number of rooms together, noise 
can travel from one room to 
another along the ductwork 
creating crosstalk transmission. 
This results in both diminished 
comfort and privacy.

Using ComfoTube’s prescribed 
‘radial’ approach with a dedicated  
duct run to each room, noise 
disturbance is diminished and 
privacy is assured as well as 
safeguarding that the specified 
airflow is delivered to individual 
rooms.
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Once designed, a heat recovery 
unit becomes an integral part of a 
home. Whilst a heat recovery unit 
may be updated and replaced, the 
air distribution network, which  
is embedded in the fabric of the 
building, will remain. For the 
continued health of the building 
and its occupants, it is imperative 
that the system can be cleaned 
periodically.

The ComfoTube system, thanks to 
its minimal number of joints, robustly  
engineered components and radial  
installation allows for rigorous 
cleaning without the danger of 
misalignment or disconnection 
between parts. In addition, the 
ducting has a patented, smooth 
‘Clinside’ interior which prevents 
dirt and moisture getting trapped 
in ridges within the system. This 

inhibits the growth of mould and  
bacteria. Independently tested  
by the Hygiene Institute for the 
Ruhrgebiet, Germany, it was found 
that using the correct cleaning 
equipment, between 95 and 98% 
of dust build up from the interior 
of the tubes could be removed.

SKZ are an 
independent  
test house and have 
certificated both the 

ComfoTube and Flat 51 systems.  
Their testing ensures consistent;

 ¡ Quality of the raw material

 ¡ Shape and dimensions of the 
components

 ¡ Manufacturing conditions

 ¡ Quality of the finished parts

Is your ducting system fit for life?

Pipe sheath
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In summary

Legislation is driving changes to 
housing construction. Consequently, 
ventilation system installation is 
becoming a controlled service thanks 
to its vital part in the health of the home. 

If you;

 ¡ Are building to current regulations

 ¡ Are constructing airtight homes

 ¡ Want ducting which is robust  
and easy to install

 ¡ Want a product which can deliver  
what it promises

 ¡ Want a system which can help  
minimise noise transfer

 ¡ Want a system which can be cleaned

ComfoTube is your answer. 

If you want to see more about how 
ComfoTube is installed and works in the 
home, as well as order a product sample, 
please visit www.gip-ducting.co.uk
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For Flats and Apartments

As well as the comprehensive 
range of components in the 
ComfoTube range, Zehnder also 
offer the Flat 51 system. This has 
all the same features and benefits 
of the ComfoTube range but has a 
low profile lending it to use in voids  
where space is at a premium.

 ¡ Semi rigid

 ¡ Flexible

 ¡ Robust tube

 ¡ Push fit joints secured with 
locking slides – no messy 
sealants

 ¡ Supplied on rolls – no need  
for multiple joints

 ¡ Certified by Hygiene Institute 
for the Ruhrgebiet, Germany  
for cleanliness

 ¡ Can contribute towards achieving  
Guaranteed Installed Performance
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www.zehnder.co.uk



Zehnder Comfosystems  
A Division of Zehnder Group UK Ltd 
Unit 1  Brookside Avenue 
Rustington  West Sussex  BN16 3LF

T +44 1903 777333    
F +44 1903 782398

comfosystems@zehnder.co.uk  
www.zehnder.co.uk/comfosystems

Greenwood Airvac  
A Division of Zehnder Group UK Ltd 
Unit 1  Brookside Avenue 
Rustington  West Sussex  BN16 3LF

T +44 1903 771021    
F +44 1903 782398

info@greenwood.co.uk  
www.greenwood.co.uk
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